Across many languages from unrelated families, spoken-word recognition is subject to a constraint whereby potential word candidates must contain a vowel. This constraint minimizes competition from embedded words (e.g., in English, disfavoring win in twin because t cannot be a word). However, the constraint would be counter-productive in certain languages that allow stand-alone vowelless open-class words. One such language is Berber (where t is indeed a word). Berber listeners here detected words affixed to nonsense contexts with or without vowels. Length effects seen in other languages replicated in Berber, but in contrast to prior findings, word detection was not hindered by vowelless contexts. When words can be vowelless, otherwise universal constraints disfavoring vowelless words do not feature in spoken-word recognition.
Introduction
Vocabularies, though large, are made from just a handful of phonemes, so that inevitably words are at least temporarily ambiguous; word begins with were, phoneme begins like phone and contains own, ambiguous contains am, big, you and us. In print, inter-word spaces define word, phoneme, ambiguous as units. But speech contains no such consistent cues; utterances are fast and continuous. Universally, listeners must work out not only what the constituent words are, but also where they are.
In fact, listeners accomplish the task of segmenting speech into words with relative ease, and this is because their speech processing becomes adapted to language-specific structure. Thus segmentation exploits language rhythm, showing sensitivity to stress in English and Dutch (Cutler & Norris, 1988; Vroomen, van Zon, & de Gelder, 1996) , to syllabic patterning in French, Spanish, and Korean (Kim, Davis, & Cutler, 2008; Mehler, Dommergues, Frauenfelder, & Segui, 1981; Pallier, Sebastián-Gallés, Felguera, Christophe, & Mehler, 1993) , and to moraic structure in Japanese and Telugu (Murty, Otake, & Cutler, 2007; Otake, Hatano, Cutler, & Mehler, 1993) . Segmentation also draws on language-specific sequence constraints (Dumay, Frauenfelder, & Content, 2002; McQueen, 1998; Suomi, McQueen, & Cutler, 1997; Weber & Cutler, 2006) , and on word-edge probabilities (Banel & Bacri, 1997; Van der Lugt, 2001 ). All of these effects are defined across a languagespecific vocabulary, so their use requires experience with the words of a language.
Segmentation also shows patterns that are quite constant across vocabularies. One consistent effect is the Possible Word Constraint (PWC; Norris, McQueen, Cutler, & Butterfield, 1997) . This constrains competing word forms activated by incoming speech, and can be formulated as: ''do not accept any available word candidate if accepting it means that a vowelless residue of the input remains''.
A speech input can be compatible with many words. The string very few words have no embeddings supports
